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Analytics:  Real or Fake News?
Delivering Insights that Drive Value 
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What is today’s data analytics landscape?1

How should you put it to use for your company?2

Are you equipped to provide “real news”?3
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Today’s Landscape



We live in interesting times…..

A software business 

that makes cars

The world’s largest 

accommodation provider, 

owns no real estate

A software business 

that makes industrial 

machinery 

The world’s largest taxi 

company, owns no vehicles

The world’s most popular media 

owner, creates no content
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The most valuable retailer, 

has no inventory



A software business 

that makes cars

12 ultrasonic sensors positioned around the 

car sense nearby objects, forward-facing cameras and 

radar units are intended for bigger things. 

Tesla engineers began using data streaming from cars with 

those sensors and information on their locations to start 

testing autonomous driving features.

Tesla’s ability to pull data from its cars and even covertly 

test autonomous driving software is likely unique

These maps record where cars have slowed down for traffic or swerved 

around obstacles that might not be obvious to the cameras on another 

driverless car.

Tesla: Knows where you go and helps get you there

All this data has been compiled in the 

cloud to generate road maps for driverless 

cars that are 100 times more accurate 

than standard navigation systems.

In 18 months, Tesla accrued 780 million miles of data.  Every 10 hours Tesla gets 

another million miles.



Data is primarily internal across 

• a mixture of structured and unstructured formats: 

• image data from host photos, 

• location data, 

• accommodation features (number of rooms/beds,

• Wi-Fi, hot tub, etc.), 

• customer feedback and ratings, 

• transaction data, etc.

• External market data (for example accommodation in 

Edinburgh during the popular Edinburgh Festival will 

be priced higher than the same accommodation in a 

different month.)

Airbnb are hoping to move to real-time processing as opposed to batch processing, which will improve 

the detection of anomalies in payments and increase sophistication around matching and 

personalization.

The world’s largest 

accommodation provider, 

owns no real estate
Airbnb holds approximately 1.5 petabytes of data

Airbnb: Moving towards “experiential” 
accommodation



The most 

valuable retailer, 

has no inventory

Alibaba: Processing volume rapidly at new levels

COMPLEXITY

COMPLEXITY



The world’s largest 

taxi company, owns 

no vehicles

Mapping a city’s flow using Uber data

• Uber’s entire business model is based on the very Big Data 

principle of crowd sourcing. 

• Anyone with a car who is willing to help someone get to where 

they want to go can offer to help get them there. 

Uber holds a vast database of drivers in all of the cities it 

covers, they can instantly match you with the most suitable 

drivers.

Fares are calculated automatically

• using GPS

• street data 

• surcharge based on city mapping

• the company’s own algorithms which make adjustments based on 

the time that the journey is likely to take. 

• This is a crucial difference from regular taxi services because 

customers are charged for the time the journey takes, not the 

distance covered

Uber: Employs crowd sourcing and Big data 

The business is rooted firmly in Big Data 

http://labs.sogeti.com/mapping-a-citys-flow-using-uber-data/


The world’s most 

popular media owner, 

creates no content

World’s largest repository of personal data

• Facebook is to help everyone get in touch with other 

individuals who may share connections, the social network 

relies on algorithms .

• Facebook uses the information it has on each of its members 

to offer connections that may be of interest to guide the 

presentation of information according to each individual’s 

interests

Facebook also has a service called Graph Search, available to subscribers since 2013. For example, you can search for “individuals younger 

than 30 living in San Francisco who love cats”.

Facebook: 1 Billion Users create content

2.5 Billion content objects shared by users per day



A software business 

that makes industrial 

machinery 

• Primary focus on 

data-based 

products and 

services from 

“things that spin”

• Offering new 

industrial data 

platforms and 

brands like 

“Predictivity” and 

“Predix”



Big data … Data Velocity and Variety have changed…
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But YOU are the key…
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Using data takes your “gut” out of the equation

Type of judgments made 

by experts

Mental 

Model

Subjective Decision 

Model

Objective Decision

Model

Academic performance of 

graduate students

.19 .25 .54

Life expectancy of cancer 

patients

.01 .13 .35

Changes in stock prices .23 .29 .80

Business failures using financial

ratios

.50 .53 .67

Performance of life insurance 

salesmen

.13 .14 .43

Mean (across studies) .33 .39 .64

Russo and Shoemaker, 1989

Twice as effective!
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Big Data Failures or “Fake News”



Putting Data to Use
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Insights grow with depth and availability of data

Availability of Quality Data
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Business Expertise

Running the

business

Informational

Intelligence

Data Marts

Managing the 
business

Operational

Intelligence

Data Warehouse

Expanding the 
business

Strategic & 

Predictive

Intelligence

Big Data Sources

Improving the 
business

Analytical Tools

Analytical

Intelligence

Technology Environment

1 Gartner website 

Descriptive

Predictive

Prescriptive



Use what you collect – sample for marketing

Pricing

Channel 
ManagementSales 

Enablement

Order 
Management

Campaign 
and 

Digital
Marketing

Segmentation

Data and 

analytics
Metrics 

Management

• ROMI

• Market share

• Tactic analysis

• Channel preference

• Channel performance

• Pricing optimization

• List price 

determination

• Propensity Models 

• Pipeline analysis

• Cross-sell/upsell 

recommendations

• Persona 

management

• Cluster analysis

• LTV

• Look alike analysis

• Site/Campaign 

optimization

• Targeted Marketing

• Shopping cart 

optimization

• A/B Testing
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What is a Propensity Model?
Inputs  Outputs   Use: Where does it go? 

Get Data 

Extract  Explore  Transform

• Compare profiles of companies that 

bought vs. those that didn’t

• Select the mathematical model that best 

fits –greatest lift and back test it

Build Model

Alpine Data Labs, R
• Bookings: Purchase history, Products, etc.

• Pipeline: Conversions, Velocity, Value

• Marketing: Campaigns & Leads

• 3rd Party Data: Firmographics, 

Competitive Installs & Customer 

Environments

State the 

business problem 

accurately
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Business   

Problem



Propensity modeling:
Identifying who will buy to generate revenues
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Matched 
Data

Business 
Rules

Informed 
Guidance

Business Rule Approach

Data and 
Process

Firmographic data and limited bookings 
data utilized

Difficult to maintain

Static

Output Based on business assumptions only

Narrow result set

Good results at macro level

Matched and 
Unmatched Data

Propensity Model Calculated 
Results

Propensity Model Approach

Data and 
Process

100s of internal and external data sources 
triangulate likelihood to buy

Business Rules can be captured as 
features in the model

Dynamic - Model learns via examples that 
worked and did not work in the past

Output Both business assumptions and machine 
logic resulting in scored lists

White box approach explaining feature 
importance –critical for sales

Proven better conversions and 
performance vs. business rules

>
Case Study:
AMERICAS Lead Scoring

35% Lead to 
Opportunity

20% 
Opportunity to 
Booked

$150m Won

15% Lead to 
Opportunity

8%  
Opportunity to 
Booked

$80m Won

Predictive Rules Based



Digital Buyer Journey/Propensity To Respond Model

To help identify 

1. Right Digital action for each email 

address and vice - versa

2. Identify the rules to implement in 

omniture

Goal

Project Details

Timelines

Opportunity
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• Marketing 

• Digital team

• Analytics team

Key PartnersTimelines
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Store Products 

Event Wise

Search Engine

OS/Browser

Referrer Type

Channel

Bookings 

History

Responses 

/Campaign Features

Marketing Channel 

Share

Other Products 

Bought

Input Data

Random Forest

Regularized Logistic 

Regression

Weight Regularized 

Logistic Regression Extreme Gradient 

Boosting

Ensemble 

of Models

Level 1

Rank order email ids for actions and actions for 
email id Actions

a@xyz.co

m

b@xyz.co

m
c@xyz.com

Hands-on-Lab 0.9 0.5 0.1

HoL + Download + 

Webinar
0.6 0.8 0.1

Webinar + Download 0.7 0.1 0.4

Seminar / Webinar 0.3 0.2 0.1

Download 0.1 0.1 0

Level 1 

Output
Which email for a given 
Digital Action?
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Penalized 

Logistic 

Regression

Level 2

Target Variable : 1 for emails in top x%

Come up with business rules to 
target the most likely ones on 
Adobe

Level 2 Output

Total Visits > X

Form Success > Y

HoL Page View > Z

Browser - Firefox

LinkedIn Views > A

Top x%

emails



Analytics works for more than marketing
Optimizing order flow
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Higher Quality

Productivity

Boost

Cost Saver

Implementation 

Speed

Capacity increase by ensuring 
only required orders are touched

Reduction in human error, 
unwarranted transfer and 
interactions

In-house solution provides 
flexibility to adapt as required

Re-useable process elements 
make development faster

Reduction in processing cost 
for long cycle time and complex 
orders 

Increase in no-touch volume 
against all orders

Reduction in average cycle 
time to process orders

Stronger and better operations 
governance and management 
process 



All analytics starts with good data
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• Analytics at the edge – where the customer interacts 

– Real time analytics 

• Democratization of data – everyone has access

– Requires new forms of governance 

• Artificial intelligence 

– Machine learning

• Augmented virtual reality

24

Emerging capabilities in data analytics



• Black box algorithms

• Lack of big data governance

• Limited or no testing

• Complex or limited implementations

• Lack of business understanding
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What makes real news “fake”



Data are plentiful, people are not

“There is not enough talent in the industry. 

Data experts will be a scarce, valuable commodity. 

These jobs are the future of the

new information economy.”

“You need to understand how to deal with hybrid data, 

meaning the combination of structured and unstructured data, 

and how you shine a light on ‘dark data.’

Dark data is the data being collected, but going unused 

despite its value. Leading organizations of the future

will be distinguished 

by the quality of their predictive algorithms.”

“We will need 1.5 million additional managers and analysts 

in the United States  who can ask the right questions 

and consume the results of the analysis of big data effectively.”

Gartner Group Presentation, 2012
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Skills for a data world

1. Analytics- (SAS Enterprise Business 

Intelligence Course)

2. Machine Learning- Coursera

3. Statistics- Google Tech Talks’ Stats 202

4. R – Coursera’s Computing for Data 

Analysis

5. Python- Codecademy

6. SQL- GalaXQL

7. Algorithms- Udacity’s Intro to Algorithms

8. Hadoop- Udemy’s “Become a Certified 

Hadoop Developer”

9. Data Mining- Coursera’s “Pattern 

Discovery in Data Mining”

10. MATLAB – MIT’s Intro to MATLAB

Technical 

1. Constant Pursuit of Learning

2. Insatiable Curiosity

3. Optimistic Stubbornness

4. Ability to Prioritize

5. Practical Bent

6. Healthy Dose of Skepticism

7. Impact-Driven Mindset

8. Habit of Dependability

9. Intuition Steeped in Domain Knowledge

10. Love for Storytelling

Non-Technical 

William Chen, Data Scientist at Quora, Sep 26, 2014

Eileen McNulty, Dataconomy, Dec 25, 2014



Q&A



tkushner@vmware.com

@TKushner

Thank you
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IIC

Teams

IIC Business 

Stakeholders

The Business Challenge

must

• Think customer (not data) first; be consultative

• Understand how to engage with business stakeholders

• Collaborate with one another for the customers’ benefit

• Embrace best practices, inside & outside IIC (processes, email 

standards, etc.)

• Feel pride in IIC contributions to VMware

must

• Understand how to engage with IIC

• Have realistic expectations of IIC, esp. during ramp-up

• Consider IIC a strategic business partner

• Seek IIC’s help with their business challenges 

• Believe in the value IIC brings to their business

To Scale and Grow VMware from $6B to $10B and Beyond, 
IIC Teams and Business Stakeholders Must Drive Value Through a Streamlined Organization
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CoE Maturity Assessment – Business Intelligence
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Maturity Basic Developing Established World-class

Timeline Current State Q1 FY16 Q4 FY16

E
ff

e
c
ti

v
e
n

e
s
s

Maturity

Operating Practice
Characteristics of Basic

(Current State)
Characteristics of Developing Characteristics of Established Characteristics of World-Class

1. Strategy and Vision

Business Outcome:  Clearly articulated 

vision and strategy for how VMware 

becomes a data-driven enterprise

• No strategy nor vision for BI

• BI functions scattered throughout the organization 

• Services – DIY

• No organizational leadership for driving data into 

decision making

• Vision and strategy developed

• Organizational structure concentrated in several 

key organizations

• BI Services identified

• Leadership in place

• Clearly articulated and communicated vision and 

strategy

• Organizational structure efficiently managed to 

deliver against strategy

• Services in place and operationalized

• Leadership supported from highest levels in the 

company

• Vision and strategy known, understood and 

communicated broadly within and outside to the 

org

• Org structure optimized in support of the vision

• Services deliver on value to the business

• Leadership operates in concert to drive business 

with data-based insights

Key Measures:

• Completeness of playbook

• % of stakeholders trained/communicated to re: new 

org

Key Measure:

• % of stakeholders trained/communicated to re: new 

org

Key Measures:

• Number of new external data stores/requests to 

create outside CoE

Key Measures:

• In control limits of SLAs and all KPIs

• % of innovation prototypes converted to production

2. Reporting/Presentation

Business Outcome:  Translate data into 

meaningful information made available to 

decision makers at the speed of the 

business

• Reporting environment primarily ad hoc requests 

inconsistently delivered within an organization

• No standard reporting tools; multiple tools 

available for same job.

• Self-service capability exists within each 

organization as data marts and tool proliferate

• Reporting environment standardized around 

specific repeatable reports

• Several tools selected for standard reporting 

capability.

• Self-service identified as a requirement for BI CoE 

and strategy to develop in place

• Reporting environment standardized around 

repeatable reports and optimized for handling ad 

hoc requests.

• Tools strategy in place with recommendations for 

which tools are best suited for a specific job

• Centralized self-service in place for a majority of 

the organization..

• Reporting environment optimized, catalogued and 

monitored for value to the business

• Tool strategy optimized for all levels of reporting 

and data exploration.

• Centralized self-service in place for the entire org 

and measured on value of contribution to business 

Key Measures: None

Key Measures:

• Data stores/reports/outputs migrated to CoE

• % outputs available in BI Catalog

Key Measures:

• % of recurring outputs generated automatically

• % of outputs from migrated stores on CoE 

platform(s)

• % outputs available in BI Catalog/avg score

Key Measures:

• In control limits of SLAs and all KPIs

• % of innovation prototypes converted to production

3. Governance:

Business Outcome:  Policies and guidelines 

to enforce consistent usage and ensure 

quality/integrity of business critical 

information

• No organization for governance identified

• No framework for governances identified

• Process for information management driven by IT 

with little business involvement

• Policies weak and unenforced

• Governance structure of stewards, trustees 

identified and operational 

• Framework for governance identified and in place 

for key governance issues such as access

• Process for information management driven by 

business

• Some policies ID’d and agreed to by parts of the 

org.

• Governance structure of stewards, trustees and 

advisors actively supporting governance policies

• Framework for governance actively used to 

address challenges with data usage and system 

applications

• Process for information management driven by the 

business with active, involved support for IT.

• Policies actively identified and managed through 

the governance bodies.

• Governance structure manages polices policy 

issues across the organization; holds its stewards 

accountable

• Frameworks embedded into operational 

governance of information management

• IT and business work as a team to ensure 

systems, data and applications are designed to 

provide value

• Policies understood, communicated broadly and 

managed by governance body working w/ internal 

audit.

Key Measure:

• Completeness of playbook

Key Measures: 

• % of stakeholders trained/communicated to re: new 

org

• % of migrated data stores with transition SLAs

• % of outputs with SLAs defined and being tracked

Key Measures: 

• % of requests meeting intake SLAs or due dates

• % of outputs retired

Key Measures: 

• In control limits of SLAs and all KPIs
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CoE Maturity Assessment – Business Intelligence
Maturity Basic Developing Established World-class

Timeline Current State Q1 FY16 Q4 FY16

E
ff

e
c
ti

v
e
n

e
s
s

Maturity

Operating Practice
Characteristics of Basic

(Current State)
Characteristics of Developing Characteristics of Established Characteristics of World-Class

4. Data Management

Business Outcome: Organizational trust of 

the data managed through consolidation, 

cleansing and standardization of data 

sources

• Data architecture driven by applications; no 

overall data architecture 

• No consistent identification/definition of Metadata 

• Data quality poor, but no consistent method for 

knowing just how poor 

• Master and reference data identified but not made 

available in all applications

• Data integration based on most current reporting 

reqs 

• Data architecture driven by business requirements 

• Need for metadata definitions identified and 

process in place for driving consistent definitions 

across the enterprise

• Data quality measured consistently

• Master and reference data made available to most 

applications, but not required to be reflected in 

each

• Key data integrated to provide platform for 

reporting

• Data architecture driven by business processes 

aligned to business goals

• Metadata defns understood within the business 

and IT

• Data quality measured and reported on as an asset 

to the business

• Master and reference data pushed (hub + spoke) to 

each down stream applications and harmonized

• Key data sets integrated and managed to provide 

consistent reporting and analytic platform

• Data architecture built in support of comprehensive 

bus. processes that are aligned to value-driven 

goals

• Metadata definitions effectively managed to help 

drive new application design and updates to 

existing systems

• Data quality metrics managed throughout the 

business; each organization held accountable for 

quality issues

• Master & ref data drive quality throughout each app

• Key data sets integrated, managed for quality and 

made available in self service environment

Key Measure:

• Quality metrics (completeness, consistency, 

accuracy)

Key Measures: 

• Quality metrics (completeness, consistency, 

accuracy)

• % of metrics from migrated outputs meeting std 

defns

Key Measure:

• % of issues with root cause within CoE

Key Measure: 

• In control limits of SLAs and all KPIs

5. Advanced Analytics

Business Outcome: Algorithms, methods 

and frameworks for providing data in 

support of decisions, reports and analysis

• Technical environment for statistical data 

analysis non-existent for big data projects

• Few skilled individuals with both advanced 

analytics skills and ability to present insights

• Engagement with business leaders driven by need 

to showcase capability

• Value delivered for key projects, but not 

necessarily repeatable or implementable into the 

business

• Tech. environment in place for key statistical 

projects

• Small kernel of individuals skilled across deep 

statistical capability and ability to present insights 

effectively

• Engagement with business driven by a few key 

leaders who understand the value of analytics

• Value delivered for key projects and built upon for 

subsequent projects

• Technical environment in place for structured data 

as well as big data projects

• Skilled individuals provided with job roles and 

descriptions that allows for career path growth

• Engagement with business driven systematically 

by the analytics team across the leadership team

• Value delivered for all projects and operationalized 

for sustained contribution

• Technical environment maximized for statistical 

projects

• Skilled individuals transitioned effectively into the 

business to continue to provide data-driven insights

• Engagement with business led by business leaders 

requesting support

• Sustained operations drive continuous value from 

analytics embedded into business operations

Key Measure: None

Key Measures: 

• Contribution to $ growth or $ efficiency

• % of stakeholders trained/communicated to re: new 

org

Key Measures: 

• Contribution to $ growth or $ efficiency

• % of issues with root cause within CoE

Key Measure:

• Contribution to $ growth or $ efficiency

• In control limits of SLAs and all KPIs

6. Center Operations

Business outcome: Ensures consistency in 

intake, prioritization and reporting across 

• Some org awareness of where to go for BI/Data 

support

• Prioritization non existent, handles as requests come 

in

• Primarily email requests, managed in excel 

• No comprehensive view of outputs (reports, projects, 

etc.)

• No formal escalation process; leadership does check 

in regularly with peers across the organization

• Several places for intake of BI and Data support 

requests

• Responsive to requests, delegates to whoever has 

capacity; lack of transparency on prioritization of 

requests

• Application deployed for handling requests

• Little understanding of output categorization

• Formal process for escalation and stakeholder check 

• Central mgmt. of BI /Data support request queue 

• Capacity planning in place and priorities well 

communicated to stakeholders

• Application for request handling deployed and 

measurement included

• Catalog of all outputs available to center 

management

• Process for escalation and managing stakeholder 

satisfaction well understood and deployed 

• Org aware of where to do for BI and Data support

• Plans and prioritizations transparent to all 

stakeholders

• Application request handling deployed on Horizon 

• Catalog of all information assets available broadly 

and equipped with crowd-sourcing evaluations

• Stakeholders support escalation process and 

actively help input to center improvements 


